
 

Good Morning  

 

I am a frequent user of Iowa Medicaid in its various forms.  I have to tell you that I am at my 

wits end in trying to provide the best care for an underserved population--medicaid is killing us 

with prior authorizations!  I am all about saving money as a taxpayer of Iowa, I get it.  And I try 

to use the appropriate meds as dictated by Medicaid, but we have lost the reasonableness of 

caring for these people by whomever is denying some meds.   Let me give you some examples: 

 

1) the med cymbalta.  it is approved by medicaid to use for depression.  The product guidelines 

and use of the med use a taper up of the med when starting it.  You put in the PA for the med, 

and then say that is how it will be given.  They approve it.  Then they deny the taper up and 

request ANOTHER PA.  The med is written that way, its a normal step.  If you OK the med, then 

OK the  whole process. 

 

2) When you get the PA for the med, then why do you need another PA to change the dose? 

 You've OK"ED it once!  Isn't it normal to maybe have to change the dose?  Some of the patients 

are not to bright (sorry not politically correct), or they may be elderly and you try to give them 

the dose that makes the most sense for them TO TAKE IT, or the least confusing.  Example 

again, Cymbalta.  some are on 90 mg.  it is easier for some pt's to take 3- 30 mg tabs then to have 

2 meds with different doses,  it's confusing to them.  If Medicaid has approved the med, is it 

really that much cheaper to deny 30 mg versus a 60 mg and 30 mg??? 

 

3)  Chantix or any smoking medicine.  You do the PA, Quitline, etc.  You lay out the process.  its 

gets APPROVED.  I had a patient that took the med, had a SE at the higher dose, so we 

decreased it back to the lower dose which he could tolerate.  I had to do another PA again.  It's 

been approved already!!!  Why do we need to fill out more paperwork to change a dose?  We are 

trying to treat patients in the safest way. 

 

4)I spent ALOT of time on the phone with the pharmacist yesterday, as well as talking to a 

crying anxious pt in trying to get her pain med.  I filled out a PA for the med.  It was approved. 

 Ya know, sometimes patients requirements change for medications.  As a medical provider 

licensed by the state I have been given the authority to do that.  I shouldn't then have to ask 

permission to change a dose to best effectively and safely treat a patient.  This is a lady who 

needs surgery on her hip, but can't get it for a year due to having a heart attack and needs to be 

on a med for a year before she can have the hip surgery.  I explain that every PA.  She hurts.   I 

am changing her meds to try to keep her comfortable and be able to do her ADL's and sleep.  I 

think this was the 3rd PA I'd filled out.  It was APPROVED.  then I had to fignt the pharmacist 

as she didn't like the number I put on the script!!  If you allow 180 in a month, why isn't 120 and 

60 OK?  Does it matter?  I wrote the Rx before I had to fill out the  3rd PA.  In the over all 

scheme of things, what are we doing??  I had my staff take up a NEW prescription to the 

pharmacist, as I couldn't ask the crying lady to come in AGAIN to pick up a rx when she has 

transportation problems with a bad hurting hip!  She's not a drug abuser!! You OKed the med. 

 

5) Lock in patients:  They have to call to get an OK from the primary.  Unfortunately there are 

times when the providers are not standing by the phone to address every phone call that comes 



in, or maybe the staff doesn't communicate to you that there has been a pharm waiting for the 

request.  We get it after 4:30.  You call the pharm to OK the med,and then they say they cannot 

fill it.  Is it ETHICAL to withhold antibiotics from a pt who has been seen in the ER for an 

infection just because Medicaid is closed for the day?  Where is the reasonableness in this?  IF 

this is truly just an "acknowledgement" by the primary, why can't they fill it?   They can get the 

OK during hours and wait for  the primary "acknowledgement", if for some reason they say no, 

then they don't fill it. 

 

6)  We have had alot of Iowa Care people come over now to Wellness/medicaid. Or maybe they 

have been seen elsewhere, maybe even in another state.  They have been on certain meds for a 

long time with good result.  Nexium is a prime example.  They can tell me what meds they have 

been on, or maybe they are older and don't remember, just that they've tried meds, it didn't work, 

and the one they are on works.  Is it reasonable to ask the provider to call other states, or get 

documentation from years ago to find out what meds they have been on?  Don't we have to take 

some information about their health as true?  OK, so we have to try another med first.  I'm even 

willing to do that.  But FOUR different meds??  Can you personally imagine not feeling well, 

puky sometimes or with bad reflux, and then having to try FOUR meds before you can get the 

med you know works the best cause you have already gone through that somewhere else??  Let 

me use another med example Maxalt.  it is a formulary med, BUT you have to do imitrex first.  If 

you have migraines, and if you have already tried imitrex somewhere else and you know it 

doesn't work, the last thing you want to do is have a migraine and not be able to have a med that 

works.  I get using imitrex if nothing has been tried before.  But, if they come with that history of 

being on other meds and maxalt works, what is the purpose of calling all over the state to prove 

that?  Its a formulary med.  Is not the providers word worth anything?  Is a person with no 

medical background able to override the providers knowledge?? 

 

I have chosen to serve the underserved and underinsured in my setting.  I'm a reasonable 

provider and I'd like to think a good one.  But these things are not reasonable, and its killing the 

providers with an already busy and challenging patient load.  Please help me understand the 

thinking here.   If it is to prevent providers from seeing Medicaid patients due to the rules and 

hassle, then you are succeeding.  This is not fun.  I am willing to help in making this better for us 

all--tell me what I can do.  I'll serve on a board, or whatever.  I'd appreciate a comment back so I 

know you have at least thought about what I have given as numerous examples of redundant and 

unreasonable requests. 

 

Thanks for your time, 

 


